WHAT’S NEW WITH 2i
AIRPLAY 2
Built into Gen 2i Players is Apple’s MFi authentication chip, which enables AirPlay 2 wireless
streaming with a software release expected in Fall 2018. When available, users will be prompted
to download the latest firmware on Gen 2i Players which will unlock AirPlay 2. Once complete,
just about any sound can be streamed from an iPhone or iPad, including music apps and services
that are not natively integrated into Bluesound Players. This also allows users to watch video on
an Apple device while streaming the audio to a Gen 2i Player and gives users more options for
control including Siri voice assistance.
TWO-WAY BLUETOOTH
Bluesound Gen 2i contains our most advanced take on Bluetooth to date - two-way Bluetooth,
featuring both Receive and Transmit functionality. Receive capability allows users to wirelessly
stream from their device to a Bluesound Player just like they’re used to doing with Gen 2. But
Transmit capability means that you can now use your Bluesound Player as a source, sending
what you are listening to via Bluetooth to a pair of wireless headphones. Just imagine the
peaceful feeling and convenience of listening to the most-loved songs in your music library
wirelessly from your Vault 2i to your favorite pair of headphones, all using the BluOS App.
Note: Bluesound Pulse Flex 2i supports only the recieve functionality.
aptX HD BLUETOOTH
While we’ve improved the Bluetooth connectivity in Gen 2i, we’ve also made sure that audio
quality improvements are part of the Gen 2i Bluetooth story. The advanced two-way Qualcomm
CSR8675 chip that we use in these new products also supports aptX HD Bluetooth wireless audio.
aptX HD is an enhanced codec that supports 24-bit music quality over Bluetooth and has been
engineered to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, resulting in lower background noise. With the
ability to support streams up to 24bit/48kHz, a customer streaming from an aptX HD compatible
device to a Gen 2i Player is actually able to listen to better-than-CD quality, wirelessly.
Note: Bluesound Pulse Flex 2i supports only aptX Bluetooth.
DUAL-BAND WI-FI
We’ve upgraded the WiFi chipset technology in our Bluesound Players to the latest and greatest
Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac) dual-band offering. Our best-in-class products deserve best-in-class connection;
with the new Wi-Fi chip on-board, we can take advantage of the less noisy 5GHz band if needed.
This results in faster connection times and fewer interruptions from other network traffic.
VOICE CONTROL
Amazon’s Alexa will be one of the first voice assistants to work with BluOS when the skills
library is enabled to Amazon in Fall 2018. It will allow you to use your voice to explore music
services, select presets, adjust volume levels, switch up playlists in different rooms, or even group
your Players together and play your music in perfect sync throughout the house.

COMPONENTS
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WIRELESS MUSIC STREAMER

MEET THE INFINITE PLAYLIST. Connect the NODE 2i easily to
any existing stereo system to unlock and discover a universe of
audio streaming. With more than enough analog and digital input/
output options to please the most ardent audiophile, the NODE 2i
connects your gear to all the music ever recorded. Online streaming
services, internet radio and even your own digital music library held
on a computer, smartphone or external drive - the NODE 2i brings
infinite playback choices into your very own high fidelity sonic
domain.
TAKE YOUR HIFI WI-FI. First up, the NODE 2i has enhanced
dual band Wi-Fi 5, providing best-in-class performance even
in crowded airspace. Bluetooth performance is also seriously
stepped up with state-of-the-art aptX HD, supporting 24 bit
streaming directly from your phone or tablet, and the ability to
transmit studio-quality music to Bluetooth headphones and
speakers. High-end DAC technology built into every Bluesound
player can decode and stream MQA files in all their lossless glory.
ALL THE MUSIC EVER RECORDED. The NODE 2i is now more
flexible than ever, with AirPlay 2 built-in for easy integration
into the Apple ecosystem. Premium high-res music services
like TIDAL®, Spotify® and Qobuz® – as well as virtually all other
popular music services and internet radio stations are already
built-in. Access your downloads, your iTunes library and content
from any other NAS drive, all without turning on a computer.

1GHz ARM® CORTEX™ A9 PROCESSOR
32-BIT/192kHz DAC
AIRPLAY 2 INTEGRATION
DUAL BAND WI-FI 5 + GIGABIT ETHERNET
APTX® HD BLUETOOTH
TWO-WAY BLUETOOTH FUNCTIONALITY
USB TYPE A INPUT
OPTICAL & ANALOG INPUTS
DIGITAL, OPTICAL & COAXIAL OUTPUTS
HEADPHONE OUTPUT
SUBWOOFER OUTPUT
STEREO ANALOG OUTPUT
IR INPUT
IR REMOTE LEARNING CAPABILITY
TRIGGER OUTPUT
SIMPLE TOUCH-PANEL CONTROLS
BLACK OR WHITE FINISH
ACCESSORIES:
120V AC POWER CORD
230V AC POWER CORD
ETHERNET CABLE
STEREO RCA TO RCA CABLE
3.5MM STEREO MINI PLUG TO RCA CABLE
TOSLINK OPTICAL TO 3.5MM MINI ADAPTOR
SAFETY/WARRANTY GUIDE
QUICK SETUP GUIDE
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WIRELESS MUSIC STREAMING AMPLIFIER

AND YOU THOUGHT HIFI WAS A THING OF THE PAST. The
amp reinvented. The POWERNODE 2i is the streaming amplifier
that merges several traditional components into one and unlocks
a world of high fidelity streaming, while effortlessly driving your
choice of speakers. With the same zero-distortion audio signature
we became known for, the POWERNODE 2i takes your favorite
tracks to new levels and lets your speakers loose on a world of
high fidelity streaming. Permission to turn it up, granted.
TAKE YOUR HIFI WI-FI. Enjoy streaming hi-res audio files with
no skips or delays, in every corner of your home, with advanced
dual band, providing best-in-class Wi-Fi 5 performance even in
crowded airspace. In addition, the POWERNODE 2i now supports
state-of-the-art aptX HD Bluetooth, allowing you to stream studio
quality music to wireless headphones and speakers, complete
with dedicated volume controls plus a choice of analog or optical
connections to other music sources.
ALL THE MUSIC EVER RECORDED. The POWERNODE 2i is now
more flexible than ever, with support for Apple AirPlay 2 and easy
integration into the Apple ecosystem. Premium music services like
TIDAL®, Deezer®, Qobuz® and Spotify® – as well as virtually all
other popular music services and internet radio stations are already
built-in. High-end DAC technology built into every Bluesound
player can decode and stream MQA files in all their lossless glory.
Access your downloads, your iTunes library and content from any
other NAS drive, all without turning on a computer.

HYBRIDDIGITAL™ AMPLIFIER
32-BIT/384KHZ DAC
HDMI (ARC & EARC) CONNECTIVITY
1GHZ ARM® CORTEX™ A9 PROCESSOR
60 WATTS PER CHANNEL INTO 8 OHMS
AIRPLAY 2 INTEGRATION
DUAL BAND WIFI + GIGABIT ETHERNET
APTX® HD BLUETOOTH
TWO-WAY BLUETOOTH FUNCTIONALITY
USB TYPE A INPUT
2 X TOSLINK/3.5MM OPTICAL & ANALOG INPUTS
HEADPHONE OUTPUT
SUBWOOFER OUTPUT
IR INPUT
IR REMOTE LEARNING CAPABILITY
SIMPLE TOUCH-PANEL CONTROLS
BLACK OR WHITE FINISH
ACCESSORIES:
120V AC POWER CORD
230V AC POWER CORD
ETHERNET CABLE
TOSLINK OPTICAL TO 3.5MM MINI ADAPTOR
SAFETY/WARRANTY GUIDE
QUICK SETUP GUIDE
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NETWORK STREAMER, CD-RIPPER & MUSIC LIBRARY

AUDIO FILES FOR AUDIOPHILES. Rip it. Download it. Store it.
The VAULT 2i lets you rip all your CDs rapidly in bit-perfect,
high-resolution formats, space-saving MP3 - or both - simultaneously.
Store all your tracks on its internal ultra-quiet 2TB hard-drive that
doubles as a network NAS drive. Hook up the VAULT 2i to your
existing gear, pair it with a set of powered speakers or stream your
digital music collection in studio-quality to Bluesound speakers in
rooms all over the home.
ALL THE MUSIC EVER RECORDED. Discover instant access to
millions of high fidelity songs. Premium high res music services
like TIDAL® and Qobuz® – as well as virtually all other popular
music services and internet radio stations are already built-in.
Directly access your downloads, your iTunes library and content
from any other NAS drive via the USB port, all without turning on
a computer.
RULE YOUR SONIC DOMAIN. Rip it. Download it. Store it. The
VAULT 2i is now more flexible than ever, with AirPlay 2 built-in for
easy integration into the Apple ecosystem. Bluetooth performance
is seriously stepped up with native support for aptX HD, and the
ability to transmit studio quality music to Bluetooth headphones
and speakers.

DUAL-CORE ARM® CORTEX™ A9 PROCESSOR
32-BIT/192kHz DAC
2TB LOW ACOUSTIC EMISSION HD
SLOT-LOADING CD DRIVE
AIRPLAY 2 INTEGRATION
GIGABIT ETHERNET
APTX® HD BLUETOOTH
TWO-WAY BLUETOOTH FUNCTIONALITY
2 x USB TYPE A INPUT
OPTICAL & ANALOG INPUTS
HEADPHONE OUTPUT
SUBWOOFER OUTPUT
DIGITAL OPTICAL & COAXIAL OUTPUTS
STEREO ANALOG OUTPUT
IR INPUT
IR REMOTE LEARNING CAPABILITY
TRIGGER OUTPUT
SIMPLE TOUCH-PANEL CONTROLS
BLACK OR WHITE FINISH
ACCESSORIES:
120V AC POWER CORD
230V AC POWER CORD
ETHERNET CABLE
STEREO RCA TO RCA CABLE
3.5MM STEREO MINI PLUG TO RCA CABLE
TOSLINK OPTICAL TO 3.5MM MINI ADAPTOR
SAFETY/WARRANTY GUIDE
QUICK SETUP GUIDE

PLAYERS

PULSE FAMILY AMPLIFICATION
Who doesn’t like more power? All-new, custom-designed digital amplifiers in the Pulse 2i and
Pulse Mini 2i effectively double the available power used to drive these speakers. You will notice
the difference. Improved bass response and more powerful sonic soundscapes are the new norm
in Gen 2i.
New driver configurations in the, PULSE MINI 2i, and PULSE FLEX 2i complement the upgraded
amplification; the Pulse 2i and Pulse Mini 2i in particular now function as true stereo speakers.
Customers also have better control over their audio settings with the PULSE 2i and PULSE MINI 2i.
Popular DSP settings like Wide Mode, Late Night, and Dialog, much-loved and much-used in the
current Bluesound PULSE SOUNDBAR, are now available to these updated Gen 2i speakers.
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PORTABLE WIRELESS STREAMING SPEAKER

SIZE-DEFYING SOUND. The most flexible member of the PULSE
family, the PULSE FLEX 2i delivers the best of performance and
true wireless portability. An upgraded bass driver adds some
serious punch to the output of this small but mighty speaker, and
our advanced DirectDigital amp delivers deep, detailed sound
wherever you listen.
RULE YOUR SONIC DOMAIN. Now with AirPlay 2 built-in and
easy integration into the Apple ecosystem, the PULSE FLEX 2i
is more flexible than ever, while a new dual band Wi-Fi 5 engine
keeps connectivity rock-solid, especially in crowded airspace.
SURROUND YOURSELF WITH SOUND. Group the PULSE FLEX 2i
with other Bluesound players to play music across different rooms in
perfect sync, or combine a pair of PULSE FLEX 2i speakers with the
PULSE SOUNDBAR 2i and SUB to create a completely immersive
Dolby Digital Surround system, for every lush cinematic detail.
HIGH FIDELITY. ANYTIME. ANYWHERE. Why just be in the
crowd, when you can be front row? Simply, add the battery pack
for grab-and-go streaming. Take the show on the road, the party
to the park and the beats to the furthest reaches of your home.

DIGITAL AMPLIFIER
AIRPLAY 2 INTEGRATION
DUAL-BAND WI-FI 5 + ETHERNET
APTX® BLUETOOTH
FLEXIBLE IN/OUTDOOR PORTABILITY
1 x 25mm (1”) TWEETER
1 x 89mm (3.5”) WOOFER
USB TYPE A INPUT
OPTICAL & ANALOG INPUTS
HEADPHONE OUTPUT
PROGRAMMABLE HARD-BUTTON PRESETS
SEALED ENCLOSURE
RECHARGEABLE BATTERY (SOLD SEPARATELY)
BLACK OR WHITE FINISH
ACCESSORIES:
120V AC POWER CORD
230V AC POWER CORD
TOSLINK OPTICAL TO 3.5MM MINI ADAPTOR
SAFETY/WARRANTY GUIDE
QUICK SETUP GUIDE
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COMPACT WIRELESS STREAMING SPEAKER

ALL WE’VE COMPRESSED IS 50 YEARS OF AUDIO LEGACY.
Decades of high fidelity audio obsession, squeezed into this little
box. The PULSE MINI 2i has received its biggest acoustic upgrade
ever. We’ve doubled the bass drivers and amp power, while
adding the most sophisticated DSP engine available, squeezing
unbelievable true stereo performance from the all-in-one speaker
you can place anywhere.
NOT ONE TO BE UNDERESTIMATED. The PULSE MINI 2i is
more powerful and produces more detailed audio than many
rival players twice its size, featuring freshly redesigned tweeters
that expand the listening sweet spot. Place the PULSE MINI 2i
anywhere in the home, and fill the space with beautifully
textured, full-range sound.
RULE YOUR SONIC DOMAIN. In addition to best-in-class dual
band Wi-Fi 5, the PULSE MINI 2i now has AirPlay 2 built-in for
easy integration into the Apple ecosystem, making it more flexible
than ever. Bluetooth performance is seriously stepped up with
native support for aptX HD and the ability to transmit studio quality
music to Bluetooth headphones and speakers. High-end DAC
technology built into every Bluesound player can decode and
stream MQA files in all their lossless glory.

DIGITAL AMPLIFIER
AIRPLAY 2 INTEGRATION
DUAL BAND WI-FI 5 + GIGABIT ETHERNET
TWO-WAY BLUETOOTH FUNCTIONALITY
APTX® HD BLUETOOTH
2 x 19mm (0.75”) TWEETERS
2 x 102mm (4”) WOOFERS
USB TYPE A INPUT
OPTICAL & ANALOG INPUTS
HEADPHONE OUTPUT
IR REMOTE LEARNING CAPABILITY
SIMPLE TOUCH-PANEL CONTROLS
SEALED ENCLOSURE
BLACK OR WHITE FINISH
ACCESSORIES:
120V AC POWER CORD
230V AC POWER CORD
ETHERNET CABLE
TOSLINK OPTICAL TO 3.5MM MINI ADAPTOR
SAFETY/WARRANTY GUIDE
QUICK SETUP GUIDE
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PREMIUM WIRELESS STREAMING SPEAKER

THE ONE AND ONLY ALL IN ONE. The most complete high
fidelity streaming system available, the PULSE 2i fills large spaces
with rich, clear audio. When it comes to your music, don’t settle
for anything less than high-fidelity.
STREAM IT LIKE YOU MEAN IT. Our most powerful speaker
just got a whole lot more powerful. The PULSE 2i gets a complete
acoustic makeover with all new driver and amp technologies
that more than double the output in the bass frequencies whilst
lowering distortion. Upgraded tweeters expand the sweet spot for
listening, and the most sophisticated DSP engine available extends
a true stereo sound field far beyond the limits of other all-in-one
speakers. High-end DAC technology built into every Bluesound
player can decode and stream MQA files in all their lossless glory.
RULE YOUR SONIC DOMAIN. In addition to best-in-class dual
band Wi-Fi 5, the PULSE 2i now has AirPlay 2 built-in for easy
integration into the Apple ecosystem, making it more flexible than
ever. Bluetooth performance is seriously stepped up with native
support for aptX HD, and the ability to transmit studio quality
music to Bluetooth headphones and speakers.

DIGITAL AMPLIFIER
AIRPLAY 2 INTEGRATION
DUAL BAND WI-FI 5 + GIGABIT ETHERNET
TWO-WAY BLUETOOTH FUNCTIONALITY
APTX® HD BLUETOOTH
2 x 25mm (1”) TWEETERS
2 x 133mm (5.25”) WOOFERS
USB TYPE A INPUT
OPTICAL & ANALOG INPUTS
HEADPHONE OUTPUT
SEALED ENCLOSURE
IR REMOTE LEARNING CAPABILITY
SIMPLE TOUCH-PANEL CONTROLS
BLACK OR WHITE FINISH
ACCESSORIES:
120V AC POWER CORD
230V AC POWER CORD
ETHERNET CABLE
TOSLINK OPTICAL TO 3.5MM MINI ADAPTOR
SAFETY/WARRANTY GUIDE
QUICK SETUP GUIDE
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WIRELESS STREAMING SOUND SYSTEM

STREAM YOUR SOUNDTRACK WITH ALL THE FEELS.
The PULSE SOUNDBAR 2i delivers a fully immersive sonic
experience that brings every soundtrack to life in vivid,
cinematic detail. Designed to fit perfectly under your HD or
4K TV, the PULSE SOUNDBAR 2i is the world’s first multiroom high-res soundbar to feature crystal clear, 24-bit
resolution sound and audiophile-grade bass response –
without a subwoofer. Stream movies, games and sports in
true high fidelity. This is the soundbar your TV deserves.
SURROUND YOURSELF WITH SOUND. Whether it’s the
thunder of an explosion or the sharp, snap of a snare drum,
the PULSE SOUNDBAR 2i allows you to create the most
advanced Dolby Digital Surround system by adding a PULSE
SUB and a pair of PULSE FLEX 2i speakers as dedicated
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rear channels, for every lush detail. Bluesound’s first-ever
wireless surround system turns your music, movies, sports,
concerts and video games into a fully immersive sonic
experience that delivers high on emotion.
RULE YOUR SONIC DOMAIN. The PULSE SOUNDBAR 2i
now includes an HDMI ARC input to make controlling your
audio entertainment more seamless than ever. AirPlay 2 is now
built-in for easy integration into the Apple ecosystem, making
the PULSE SOUNDBAR 2i the most complete home theater
centrepiece. Bluetooth performance is also seriously stepped
up with native support for aptX HD and the ability to transmit
studio quality music to Bluetooth headphones and speakers.
High-end DAC technology built into every Bluesound player
can decode and stream MQA files in all their lossless glory.

TWO-CHANNEL SOUNDBAR WITH DOLBY® MIXDOWN
HDMI (ARC & eARC) CONNECTIVITY
AIRPLAY 2 INTEGRATION
DUAL BAND WIFI + GIGABIT ETHERNET
APTX® HD BLUETOOTH
TWO-WAY BLUETOOTH FUNCTIONALITY
IR REMOTE LEARNING CAPABILITY
MUSIC, MOVIE & TV SOUND SETTINGS
OPTICAL & ANALOG INPUTS
2 X 102MM WOOFERS
2 X 102MM PASSIVE RADIATORS
2 X 50MM MIDRANGE DRIVERS
2 X 25MM TWEETERS
120W DIRECTDIGITAL™
TRI-AMPLIFIED POWER
SUBWOOFER OUTPUT
USB TYPE A INPUT
BLACK & WHITE FINISH

ACCESSORIES:
120V AC POWER CORD
230V AC POWER CORD
ETHERNET CABLE
3.5MM STEREO MINI PLUG TO RCA CABLE
OPTICAL AUDIO CABLE
HDMI CABLE
KICKSTAND FEET X 2
WALL MOUNT BRACKET
WALL MOUNT BRACKET TEMPLATE
WALL MOUNT SPACERS X 8
SAFETY/WARRANTY GUIDE
QUICK SETUP GUIDE
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PULSE SOUNDBAR 2i + TS100 TV STAND

ACCESSORIES

FRONT

PULSE SUB
Wireless Subwoofer
ENGINEERED TO BE FELT, NOT SEEN. The PULSE SUB is the
subwoofer, reimagined - a wireless sub so discrete you’ll forget
where you put it. Designed to fit beside, behind or beneath your
furniture, this compact wireless subwoofer digs deeper and plays
louder than its bulkier rivals, and can be easily tucked away
without distorting any of its incredible bass power. Turn your
music, movies, sports, concerts and video games into a fully
immersive sonic experience that delivers high on emotion. This
is the sound of living hifi.
TOP

RAISE YOUR SURROUND SOUND AUDIO GAME. The
SOUNDBAR 2i is designed to deliver more than enough power to
capture the magnitude of your favourite bass heavy tracks, but
pairing it with THE SUB for truly soul-shaking bass and two FLEX
2i speakers as rear channels you can fill the home with wall-towall sound. Wirelessly pair the SUB and SOUNDBAR 2i using the
BluOS app to maximize their combined performance and create a
truly heart-pounding Dolby Digital Surround experience.

165MM POWERED SUBWOOFER
BACK

100 TOTAL WATTS DYNAMIC PEAK
WIRELESSLY PAIRS WITH
PULSE SOUNDBAR
SUB VOLUME CONTROL
SUB CROSS OVER CONTROL
SUB PHASE CONTROL
LOW-LEVEL ANALOG INPUT & OUTPUT
LFE INPUT & OUTPUT
0.5W STANDBY MODE
BLACK FINISH
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PULSE SUB

ACCESSORIES

TS100

WM200

TV STAND FOR THE
PULSE SOUNDBAR

WALL MOUNT BRACKET FOR THE
PULSE 2 AND PULSE MINI

The TS100 Universal TV Stand for PULSE SOUNDBAR or
PULSE SOUNDBAR 2i is the ultimate solution to adding
high-res audio to your HD TV when space is limited. Fit your
television to the top of the TS100, and then using the PULSE
SOUNDBAR’s supplied wall mount bracket, simply place the
soundbar beneath your TV for a seamless one-piece look.
It’s that easy.

Easily mount your PULSE , PULSE 2, PULSE 2i, PULSE MINI
or PULSE MINI 2i to the wall with Bluesound’s WM200 Wall
Mount. Precision engineered with high-quality materials, the
WM200’s swivel design allows you to place the speaker at an
optimal angle for enhanced sound quality. Removable branded
rubber mouldings provide flexible cable management and a
clean look. Available in finishes to match other Bluesound
products, the WM200 is a great option to blend your speaker
seamlessly into your home.

Custom-made to fit the PULSE SOUNDBAR
Supports up to 65” HD TVs with a weight of 35kg
Allows for easy vertical adjustment of your HD TV
Permits up to 12 degrees of TV tilt action
Utilizes the PULSE SOUNDBAR or PULSE SOUNDBAR 2i
wall mount for a safe and secure fit
Rear cable management channel for a simple and
clean installation
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High-quality, steel construction
120° total swivel control
Branded rubber mouldings provide flexible wire management
Available in black or white finishes to match the PULSE 2,
PULSE 2i or PULSE MINI, PULSE MINI 2i
Clean installation

RT100
WIRELESS SPEAKER LINK
FOR THE PULSE SOUNDBAR

With the RT100 you can pair any subwoofer with the PULSE
SOUNDBAR or PULSE SOUNDBAR 2i and allow the soundbar
to focus on the mid and high-range dynamics of your favorite
movie and music soundtracks. The RT100 uses point-to-point
wireless technology to connect the PULSE SOUNDBAR to
your existing subwoofer without the hassle of messy cabling.
Plus, as a full-range device and both a transmitter and receiver,
you can use two RT100s and wirelessly connect any Gen 2
Bluesound Player with an active subwoofer or speakers – no
speaker wire needed.

Connect any subwoofer to the PULSE SOUNDBAR or
PULSE SOUNDBAR 2i wirelessly
Easy, versatile option to add heart-pounding bass to any room
without the hassle of messy cabling
Perfect solution for adding non-wireless subwoofers to
your Bluesound setup
Connect one RT100 to any Gen 2 or 2i Bluesound Player, or an
existing stereo system, and the second to your subwoofer to
wirelessly add bass to any listening set-up

PULSE 2i + WM200 WALL MOUNT BRACKET

ACCESSORIES

BP100
BATTERY PACK FOR THE PULSE FLEX

Add the BP100 Battery Pack to the PULSE FLEX or
PULSE FLEX 2i speaker and listen to music virtually wherever
and whenever. The BP100 attaches to the back of the
PULSE FLEX or PULSE FLEX 2i and offers up to six hours of
listening on a single charge. Listen to music at the park with
your smartphone, tablet or any Bluetooth-enabled device, or
connect the battery-powered PULSE FLEX or PULSE FLEX
2i to your home network and listen wire-free anywhere in or
outside the home.

Stream your music via aptX® Bluetooth, Wi-Fi 5, or connect
a mobile device to the optical in for wire free playback
Rechargeable battery pack with eight rechargeable
AA batteries
Six hours of long-lasting listening on a single charge
Battery life indicators within the BluOS app
Available in Black or White to match the PULSE FLEX
or PULSE FLEX 2i

PULSE FLEX 2i
+ BP100 BATTERY PACK + FLEX SKIN

WM100

FLEX SKIN

WALL MOUNT BRACKET FOR THE PULSE FLEX

SOFT COVER FOR PULSE FLEX

Easily mount the PULSE FLEX or PULSE FLEX 2i on your
wall or ceiling with Bluesound’s WM100 Wall Mount, and
position the speaker to your liking. Precision engineered with
high-grade materials to perfectly match the PULSE FLEX or
PULSE FLEX 2i, the WM100 can be mounted vertically or
horizontally and uses a tilt-and-swivel design that allows
you to place and lock the speaker at the optimal angle
for enhanced sound quality. Even when mounted, cable
management with the WM100 is simple with free and easy
access to any connection you need.

The FLEX SKIN sits at the intersection of functionality and
fashion, a perfect solution to add some new life to your
PULSE FLEX or PULSE FLEX 2i .

Custom-made to fit the Bluesound PULSE FLEX or
PULSE FLEX 2i speaker
360° rotation for vertical or horizontal speaker placement
Tilts up to 15 degrees with 40-degrees of swivel action
Available in black and white finishes to match the
PULSE FLEX or PULSE FLEX 2i

It’s not just about fashion – the FLEX SKIN is functional
too. Simple, durable design means it’s easy to clean, and
can keep your PULSE FLEX or PULSE FLEX 2i clean in the
meantime. Less to worry about when cooking in the kitchen
or taking your PULSE FLEX or PULSE FLEX 2i to the park.

Clean lines to complement the edges and curves of the
PULSE FLEX + 2i
Full use of the PULSE FLEX + 2i touch-button controls
Tough, silicone rubber material
Dishwasher safe
Protects finish from dust, dirt, grime, fingerprints, water
and oil splashes, and scratches.
AVAILABLE IN FOUR COLORS:
WHT

BLK

BLU

GRY

HI-RES DISTRIBUTED
AUDIO FOR EVERY
LIFESTYLE.
The BluOS™ operating system was created specifically for high-resolution audio playback, and for
the most intuitive, responsive and enjoyable music experience possible. The Bluesound controller
apps are compatible with iOS, Android, mac OS X 7 - 10, Windows Vista, 7 - 10 and the Kindle Fire.
All Bluesound players are purpose-built to stream full-res 24-bit / 192kHz studio master recordings.
Bluesound also plays virtually all other standard audio formats including FLAC, AAC, ALAC, WAV,
AIFF, WMA, OGG and MP3.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION WITH SMART HOMES
BluOS features seamless integrations with some of the most innovative smarthome controls in the
market today. As a dedicated ‘music only’ operating system, BluOS allows for interoperability among
any enabled device.
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